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Robert Jay Lifton’s thought-provoking book *Surviving Our Catastrophes* says that survivors can teach the world much about resilience.

Two assumptions function as the starting point in the study represented by this book: one, that a society affected by catastrophe must recognize and accept its reality if it is to heal. And two, that survivors are crucial in this process. Thus, the book examines the thought and behavioral patterns of survivors after cataclysmic disasters, looking into what those who retain a sense of purpose and the will to live have in common. It also comments on what’s wrong, and what still needs to happen, in response to COVID-19, which proved quite difficult to manage on a global scale.

Lifton—himself a survivor—is fascinated by catastrophes. He studies both calamities and human beings’ collective renewal efforts in their aftermaths. The book examines harrowing tragedies in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, including the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the Holocaust, which receive considerable attention. The 1918 flu pandemic, the AIDS epidemic, and global warming are also treated, with scrutiny applied to the behaviors of their survivors and those who emerged as leaders.

Survivors respond in phases, Lifton says—death imprint, psychic numbing, search for meaning, and sometimes the undertaking of a mission. It is the last two phases that can create leaders. A noteworthy example is the case of an unidentified, low-ranking city official who, during the months following the bombings in Japan, organized cooperative efforts and found food and clothing for other survivors. But when such processes go awry, Lifton warns, situations can become violent: the book attributes the My Lai massacre during the Vietnam War to “angry and violent mourning.”

*Surviving Our Catastrophes* is an absorbing sociological study focused on survivors—the keys to social renewal after disasters strike.
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